Abstract-This paper proposes an approach to obtain a localisation that is robust to smoke by exploiting multiple sensing modalities: visual and infrared (IR) cameras. This localisation is based on a state-of-the-art visual SLAM algorithm. First, we show that a reasonably accurate localisation can be obtained in the presence of smoke by using only an IR camera, a sensor that is hardly affected by smoke, contrary to a visual camera (operating in the visible spectrum). Second, we demonstrate that improved results can be obtained by combining the information from the two sensor modalities (visual and IR cameras). Third, we show that by detecting the impact of smoke on the visual images using a data quality metric, we can anticipate and mitigate the degradation in performance of the localisation by discarding the most affected data. The experimental validation presents multiple trajectories estimated by the various methods considered, all thoroughly compared to an accurate dGPS/INS reference.
INTRODUCTION
Most robotics tasks, such as localisation, rely on the process of interpreting data provided by the robot's sensors. Robust interpretation of sensor data remains the bottleneck for autonomous robotics, particularly in unknown and challenging environments. While considerable progress has been achieved in modelling recognised characteristics of sensors (e.g. noise and uncertainty), critical errors are often caused by unknown or unexpected environmental effects on sensor data. Environmental phenomena such as rain, dust and smoke are recognised challenging conditions for UGVs, as observed in state-of-the-art systems such as in [1] , [2] , [3] . Dust, smoke or thick fog present in the environment can partially or totally obscure background features for common robotic sensors such as lasers and visual cameras (i.e. operating in the visible spectrum) and may even be interpreted as solid objects [4] . The aim of this work is to promote the integrity of perceptual systems and provide mobile robots with the ability to reliably operate in hazardous challenging environments with low visibility, such as in bush-fires. A necessary step towards this goal is to obtain a localisation method robust to smoke. This is the focus of this paper.
The vision literature has introduced powerful methods to compensate for the presence of fog in images [5] , [6] . These techniques propose a physical model that represents the environmental phenomena and allows for an improvement of the quality of the image after filtering. However, these {c.brunner,tpeynot,tvidal}@acfr.usyd.edu.au methods are typically computationally expensive and need to be systematically applied to all acquired images, as there is no associated detection of the obscurant (fog). Additionally, in some cases the obscurant may be so strong that there is no information available to reconstruct the background scene. Besides, to the best of our knowledge, no model of this kind has been used in the case of smoke. Therefore, it is important to be able to detect these situations, and alternatives must be found for the perception.
To compensate for the limitations of a single sensor modality and perceive aspects of the environment in different ways, modern robotic platforms are often equipped with multiple sensing modalities (i.e. multimodal sensors) [2] , [3] . While visual cameras have been extensively used for robotic tasks such as localisation ( [7] , [8] ), infrared (IR) cameras remain far less common (with the exception of people detection and tracking [9] , [10] ). Although IR cameras typically provide lower quality images (in terms of resolution or signal-tonoise ratio), their perception can be greatly superior to traditional visual cameras in the presence of smoke due to the much lower attenuation of infrared waves compared to visible waves in these conditions.
When a significant amount of smoke is present in the environment, the visual camera becomes the sensor that provides low quality data as its visibility is limited. Consequently, large errors can be introduced in the localisation solution in this situation. Besides, valuable computation time has been used trying to interpret poor sensor data. A solution is to anticipate such situations when one type of data is likely to introduce large errors and prevent that data from being incorporated into the localisation algorithm in the first place. This requires the ability to evaluate the quality of visual images.
Previous work by the authors [11] has studied image quality metrics and their relevance to the context of outdoor robotics perception applications that use visual or IR cameras, in particular to detect the presence of challenging environmental conditions such as smoke, and evaluate their impact on the quality of images. This study was based on the literature of image quality evaluation (e.g. [12] , [13] ). A novel metric proposed by the authors, Spatial Entropy (SE), was shown to be an appropriate quality metric for outdoor perception [11] . This prior work has also considered how such a metric could be used and interpreted in practice to make a perception technique robust to such conditions [14] . This paper builds on this previous work, demonstrating and experimenting these ideas on a full realistic perception application for outdoor robotics: camera localisation.
In this paper we first show that we can obtain a localisation robust to smoke using an IR camera and a state-of-theart visual SLAM 1 algorithm. Second we show that better results can be obtained by exploiting the combination of both modalities: visual and IR cameras. Third, we propose a localisation method that further mitigates errors in the presence of smoke by selecting the appropriate sensor modalities (visual and/or IR cameras) prior to feature extraction. This selection decision is based on an evaluation of the quality of the images using the aforementioned quality metric. The proposed techniques are evaluated on multiple data sets that were collected with an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) in a semi-urban environment with variable presence of smoke (see Fig. 1 ).
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the multimodal-camera SLAM algorithm for localisation and describes the method used for the modality selection. Section 3 presents the robot used and the data sets that were collected for the experimental validation. Section 4 discusses results obtained and finally Section 5 proposes conclusions and discusses future work.
METHODOLOGY
2.1. Multimodal-Camera Localisation 2.1.1) SLAM Algorithm: Monocular SLAM is the problem of concurrently estimating the structure of the surrounding world (the map) while getting localised in it, using a single projective camera as the only exteroceptive sensor. This problem was successfully solved with the work of Davison [7] and the inverse-depth landmark parametrisation (IDP) in [15] .
Multicamera SLAM involves fusing information from different cameras mounted on the same vehicle. When the cameras have similar properties such as spectral range, field of view or distortion, fusing their information requires the data-association problem to be solved. The common way to solve this problem is to match visual features in the image space. From the SLAM point of view, matching features can be done as a preprocessing step to initialise 3D points in the map, e.g. Stereo-SLAM [16] , or as a data-association step to update landmarks already contained in the map, e.g. Bicam-SLAM [8] , or even a combination of both methods [17] . On the other hand, matching features between corresponding images is not always possible for multimodal cameras (i.e. 1 Simultaneous localisation and mapping with very different properties such as for visual and IR cameras). Nevertheless, these cameras may still contribute independently to the vehicle's localisation and share the same map.
The core algorithm of this application is a multimodalcamera landmark-based EKF-SLAM with ID parametrisation based on [8] . Let us consider a visual and an IR camera. The state-space vector is given by:
where R represents the robot pose, L visi is the i th landmark of the visual camera and L irj is the j th landmark of the IR camera, both parametrised as IDP. The cameras are intrinsically and extrinsically calibrated, therefore both independently update the robot pose. Note that the exact same algorithm is applied when using a single camera, but IDP landmarks are extracted from only one image modality.
The cameras are the only sensors used to estimate the robot trajectories, for this reason, a 6-DOF 2 constant velocity model is adopted to predict the motion (as defined in [8] ). The predicted robot pose is given by A common issue with monocular visual SLAM is that motion estimates and map structure can only be recovered up to scale, due to the projective nature of a single camera [7] . The solution obtained using two different cameras, with no landmarks in common and no aid of other sensors, is similarly subject to scale since there is no direct data association between the features of the two cameras.
The IDP is encoded by the direction vector from the current camera position c 0 to the observed point l, with just elevation and azimuth angles (ε, α) of the observed optical ray joining c 0 to l. When these angles are appended with the inverse of the distance ρ = 1/d, the result is a 3D point in modified-polar coordinates, (ε, α, 1/d). Adding the current camera position c 0 as an anchor to improve the linearity leads to the 6D-vector L cam = c 0 ε α ρ .
2.1.2) Feature Extraction and Map Management: Sparse interest points are extracted using SIFT detectors and matched using SIFT descriptors [18] . The same type of interest points is used for both cameras, visual and IR. However, SIFT features between visual and IR images are not matched in the process, as their appearance descriptor is very different. Features from both sensors are parametrised as IDP and kept in the same map.
As proposed in [19] , we use the Gaussian expectation of the visible mapped points to reject outliers in the sensor frame. The Gaussian expectation is defined as the ellipse E = N (u − e; E), with u being the measured pixel position, and with mean e and covariance matrix E of expected point position in the image. E is usually gated at 3σ, giving place to an elliptic region in the image where the landmark must project with 99% probability. Note that there is no need to apply expensive outlier rejection algorithms, such as RANSAC, because the Gaussian expectation already account for most of the wrong SIFT matches.
Unstable and inconsistent landmarks are deleted from the map to avoid map overpopulation and corruption. Unstable refers to landmarks that are expected but not observed, and inconsistent refers to those landmarks that are observed but lie outside the 3σ bound defined by E. Based on the ratio of unstable and inconsistent landmarks, the decision of a landmark being deleted is taken. To make the algorithm faster and because the interest is in the localisation and not in the mapping, landmarks that have not been observed for a certain time are also deleted. In consequence, loop closures are unlikely to happen automatically and there is no strategy to explicitly enforce them.
Modality Selection

2.2.1) Using Infrared and Visual Cameras for Localisation:
Typically, for a localisation algorithm such as described in Section 2.1, one would favour using a visual camera over an IR camera since the former is considered to provide richer information and usually has higher signal-to-noise ratio and resolution. However, smoke can severely degrade the localisation solution using only a visual camera since the smoke tends to obscure background features and most of the computed SIFT features cannot be properly matched [14] . In such conditions, an IR sensor will provide better quality data (i.e. be more informative) since it is not affected by smoke.
Multimodal-camera localisation uses features from both visual and IR cameras to improve the performance obtained with one sensor alone. In particular, performance in challenging conditions can be improved as poor matches of SIFT points from the visual camera are filtered out in the process described in Section 2.1. However, in the case of smoke, features from the visual camera will still introduce errors that corrupt the multimodal-camera localisation solution despite the careful selection of stable and consistent landmarks. Besides, expensive computation has been used to calculate SIFT points that could not be matched. Therefore, it is preferable to reject the data from the visual camera before computing the SIFT features. By selecting modalities based on a prior evaluation of sensor data quality, perception can be made robust to these challenging conditions. To achieve this, a method to evaluate the quality of the data contained in images is required.
2.2.2) Image Quality Evaluation: As mentioned in Section 1, Spatial Entropy (SE) was shown as a relevant quality metric for outdoor perception [11] . SE is defined as the entropy of distribution of intensities in a Sobel-filtered image. A higher value of SE corresponds to a greater amount of structure and detail in an image. Spatial Entropy was shown to provide a good indication of degraded image quality due to challenging conditions such as smoke (or airborne dust).
2.2.3) Sensor Data Evaluation:
The evaluation of sensing data quality is performed with SE using two different tests, which trigger an alarm if either test fails, as detailed in [14] and summarised below. a) Absolute Metric Value: Firstly, the overall value of the metric can reflect how useful the image will be. However, the absolute metric value will change depending on the environment that is perceived by the moving vehicle. Therefore, it is rarely possible to discriminate poor quality images based on an individual metric value except in extreme cases such as when an image is empty or contains no structure. A minimum threshold for the overall metric value can be determined by evaluating the quality of images from a range of different data sets and determining extreme conditions. If the quality of an image drops below the critical threshold level, the image is unlikely to be useful for further perception. In this case, the alarm is triggered.
b) Evolution of an Individual Metric Value: The variation of the metric value is informative of unanticipated changes in the environment that could cause large perceptual errors. In order to discard the variations of the metric that are due to the change of background as the vehicle moves, an affine transformation approximately registers the last 5 consecutive images. The motion between successive frame acquisitions is calculated using sensor data that must be fully independent from the cameras. In this work we use the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) onboard the robot. The evolution of the metric is then compared to thresholds that result from the nominal evolution of the metric in clear conditions (i.e. in the absence of smoke or any other environmental effect that is considered as an obscurant for the type of camera considered). If the variation of the metric is greater than the corresponding threshold, the alarm is triggered.
As an example, Fig. 7 shows the evolution of SE for visual camera images in the presence of smoke (described further in Section 4) and the corresponding alarm that is generated when the quality of images is identified as significantly degraded.
2.2.4) Sensor Modality Selection:
A decision is made of which type of available data is appropriate for the localisation. It determines if the localisation algorithm should be using features from both IR and visual camera sources or only one of them, and which one.
The visual and IR camera sources are asynchronous and so images are captured at different moments in time. Immediately after each image is aquired, the data quality evaluation is performed. If the current image is deemed of appropriate quality (no alarm has been triggered), the feature extraction is executed and the resulting selected matches are used as landmarks in the SLAM algorithm. Otherwise, the image is rejected and no information from this image is used in the estimation process. Note that in our experiments, the IR camera is never affected by the challenging condition (smoke), which means this modality will always be selected to contribute to the localisation, thus guaranteeing a continuity of information availability. 
EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM AND SETUP
This section describes the robot used and the experiments that were performed for the experimental validation of the proposed approaches. Results follow in Section 4.
Description of the Platform and Sensors
The platform used for the experiments was the ACFR's Shrimp (Fig. 1) . It is based on the Segway RMP 400 module and is equipped with multiple sensor modalities. In this work, we used the Raytheon Thermal-Eye 2000B IR camera (spectral response range: 7 − 14µm) and the left camera of the Point Grey Bumblebee XB3 camera set (see Fig. 1(b) ). The Bumblebee has a horizontal field of view (HFOV) of 43
• and provides images of resolution 1280 × 960 at 15 frames per seconds (fps), however, before using the images in the SLAM algorithm, they were resized to a resolution of 640 × 480 to reduce the computation cost. The IR camera has a HFOV of 35.8
• and provides images of resolution 576 × 480. Although 25f ps are available in our data sets (through a frame grabber), only every second image were used (i.e. 12.5f ps). Example images are shown from the visual and IR cameras in clear and smoke conditions in Fig. 2 . The two cameras are not synchronised but images are logged on the same computer and accurately timestamped at the time of aquisition.
Shrimp is also equipped with a Novatel RTK dGPS/INS SPAN 3 unit, composed of a Novatel ProPak-G2plus GPS receiver and a Honeywell HG1700 AG17 IMU. In the experiments presented below, this GPS navigation system provided a 6-DOF localisation with an average 5-cm accuracy and was used only to produce the reference trajectory.
Experiments
Data sets were acquired by manually operating the Shrimp robot in a semi-urban environment along simple controlled trajectories (straight lines and circles), and a larger more complex trajectory, in clear conditions and in the presence of smoke. Poor visual sensor data were provoked by creating conditions with varying levels of smoke. The conditions were usually clear when the data set started and smoke was introduced later. Smoke was generated using a remotely 3 Synchronised Position Attitude & Navigation operated smoke machine 4 put on the ground. The smoke machine used a water-based poly-glycol producing a white smoke cloud (see Figs. 1 and 2 ). Results are presented for four data sets (A, B, C and D). Table I summarises the main aspects of the data sets including a brief description of the path, total time, the average velocity and average yaw rate as given by the reference. The table also presents the approximate times when smoke is identified as having a significant impact on the quality of the visual data (as described in Section 2. 
RESULTS
For each data set, the localisation technique described in Section 2.1 is applied to visual images and to IR images. Trajectories are estimated by the algorithm using four different combinations of sensor data. Firstly, only images from the visual camera (VisCam-Loc) and, secondly, only images from the IR camera (IRCam-Loc) are used. Thirdly, all available images from both IR and visual sensor modalities are used (Multimodal-Camera Localisation, or MMCam-Loc). Finally, a selected subset of images that are found using the preevaluation filter described in Section 2.2.4 are used (Selective Multimodal-Camera Localisation, or SMMCam-Loc).
The estimated trajectories are computed off-line (i.e. after the full acquisition of the images), but the evaluation and selection of data sources are computed during the execution of the algorithm as previously mentioned. Note the trajectories estimated by the multimodal-camera localisation approach are subject to scale. Therefore, in the results shown below, the scale was recovered using the velocity information from the IMU.
The different localisation solutions are compared to the reference trajectory to evaluate their relative performances. The trajectories are compared locally as suggested in [20] The relative difference in orientation, using Euler angles (yaw, pitch and roll), is computed in the same way. These relative transformations for position and orientation are not computed at frame rate, instead a comparative timestep of δt = 0.25s is chosen. Tables II, III , IV and V show the average and standard deviation of δr and δyaw for each localisation solution over the course of each data set to compare the relative performances. For the orientation, only δyaw is included in the table, being the most relevant orientation direction as the robot is moving on relatively flat terrain. However, the order of magnitude of δpitch and δroll is similar to δyaw. In these tables, the statistics given for the total period reflect the performance of the localisation solution for the entirety of the data set. For illustration, each data set is divided into the periods clear and smoke to compare the relative performance of the localisation during these differing conditions separately. The separation between clear and smoke is determined using the SE alarm (see Section 2.2.3), which gives an indication of the times when there was a significant presence of smoke. Note that this partition of the datasets in such periods is indicative only; e.g. some image sequences considered to be in periods of clear in a table may actually contain limited amounts of smoke for short periods of time. The following sections summarise the data sets (also refer to Table I ) and results.
Data Set A
In Data Set A the robot drove in a complete circle in clear conditions (i.e. without any smoke in the environment). Fig. 3 shows that the estimations of the localisation trajectories perform reasonably well compared to the reference. Fig. 4 shows that the global difference in yaw of the localisation solutions compared to the reference all remain close to zero over time. set (i.e. no image are rejected by the modality selection process) while the difference between the two are due to the randomness in the localisation feature selection.
Data Set B
Data Set B drove in a circular trajectory of the same scale as Data Set A. However, in this case, smoke clouds are perceived by the visual camera after approximately 13 seconds.
Fig . 5 shows the estimated trajectories given by the VisCam-Loc and MMCam-Loc solutions deviating from the reference trajectory when smoke appears. However, IRCamLoc and SMMCam-Loc do not appear to be significantly affected at times when smoke is identified. Fig. 6 shows the effect of smoke on the global yaw estimation. Note the rapid change in the difference of the estimated yaw compared to the reference yaw for VisCam-Loc and MMCam-Loc at approximately 13 seconds, corresponding with the first appearance of smoke. While SMMCam-Loc is affected slightly by smoke at approximately 18 seconds and at approximately 30 seconds (due to the SE alarm not capturing every image with smoke), it recovers between 20 and 30 seconds where the change in the error in yaw remains relatively constant (whereas VisCam-Loc and MMCam-Loc continue to have unstable changes in the overall yaw error during these times due to the impact of smoke). Table III sumarises the local δr and δyaw for each estimated trajectory in Data Set B including in smoke and clear conditions.
Data Set C
In Data Set C the robot proceeds in a straight line for 24 metres with a smoke cloud visible between 12 and 39 seconds including a very thick cloud between 20-29 seconds. Fig. 7 shows the total spatial entropy over time for the visual camera images and the associated alarm. Note the absolute value of spatial entropy drops suddenly in smoke and the alarm is triggered. In clear conditions as observed in the first 12 seconds and final 6 seconds of Data Set A, the absolute value of SE appears relatively stable. As discussed in Section 2.2.3, this is because the vehicle is driving forward and the perceived environment is not changing significantly. Fig. 8 shows that the trajectory estimated by VisCam-Loc is significantly degraded when smoke is present. However, in this case, the other three solutions appear to provide reasonable estimations of the trajectory. Note that MMCamLoc is not degraded as significantly by smoke as observed in Data Set B. This is because the smoke cloud is so thick that for most of the smoke times, almost no features are matched and therefore very limited visual data is used for the localisation solution, which means almost no resulting errors are integrated. A closer analysis of the total difference in the estimated 3D position (Fig. 9) shows the relative effect of smoke on the accuracy of the localisation solutions. Note that at 20 seconds, with the appearance of a thick cloud of smoke, both the VisCam-Loc and MMCam-Loc solutions are shown to suddenly deviate from the reference (VisCamLoc significantly more so than MMCam-Loc). However, despite the smoke, the error in position of IRCam-Loc and SMMCam-Loc continue to increase at the same rate as in clear conditions, with SMMCam-Loc ultimately providing a lower overall positional error at the end of the trajectory. Table IV shows δr and δyaw for each estimated trajectory in Data Set C including in smoke and clear conditions.
Data Set D
The trajectory of Data Set D is shown in the graphs in Fig. 10 . In this more complex trajectory, the vehicle drives towards, and then turns almost a full circle in front of, the source of smoke. The appearance of significant amounts of smoke causes the VisCam-Loc solution to noticeably deviate from the reference trajectory, while the other three estimated trajectories follow the reference reasonably well, with the SMMCam-Loc following the reference very closely 5 . Table V provides a summary of the local estimations, δr and δyaw, for each estimated trajectory in Data Set D including in smoke and clear conditions. 
Discussion
In clear conditions, such as those found in Data Set A and at the starts of Data Sets B, C and D, VisCam-Loc and IRCam-Loc provide reasonable estimations of the robot localisation. Statistics in clear conditions displayed in the tables for all these data sets show that the performance of VisCam-Loc is comparable with, or better than, IRCam-Loc. This is because the visual camera has a wider HFOV and its images are less noisy than the IR images so VisCam-Loc has a higher quality set of features for matching and estimation, as discussed in Section 2.2.1.
In the presence of smoke (within Data Sets B, C and D), VisCam-Loc is corrupted and produces very poor estimates of the trajectory. This is because smoke obscures the background environment causing images from the visual camera to have fewer SIFT matches. The few matches that might occur provide a very limited observability of the 6-DOF of the camera motion. Therefore, in smoke, IRCam-Loc significantly outperforms VisCam-Loc since the IR camera does not perceive smoke and continues to get stable features from the environment.
By combining data from both types of cameras in clear conditions, MMCam-Loc and SMMCam-Loc (employing both IR and visual cameras) consistently outperform the monocular versions: IRCam-Loc and VisCam-Loc, for all data sets. The additional sensor information, features and the higher overall frame rate from multimodal-camera localisation improve the estimate of the localisation. This is seen in the tables of all data sets where either MMCam-Loc or SMMCam-Loc is the best solution in clear conditions. Note that since there was no selection of data in clear conditions, the differences between MMCam-Loc and SMMCam-Loc during these times are only due to the randomness in the localisation feature selection.
Despite careful selection of features and stable matches as described in Section 2.1, at times when smoke is identified, the performance of MMCam-Loc is degraded. Although it does maintain a reasonable solution in smoke conditions (as seen in the tables for Data Sets B and C), it performs worse than IRCam-Loc.
By selecting and filtering visual images that are considered low quality and could corrupt the solution (such as in smoke), SMMCam-Loc eliminates much of the influence of smoke prior to the actual localisation estimation. Therefore, during times of smoke, the SMMCam-Loc solution relies on the IR camera data and performs as well as IRCam-Loc. Overall, SMMCam-Loc has a smaller local estimation error than any of the other sensor combinations, particularly in smoke conditions as it eliminates most of the images that cause poor localisation solutions. This process allows for error mitigation and makes SMMCam-Loc more robust to these challenging conditions than MMCam-Loc. Furthermore, the SMMCam-Loc method is also less computationally expensive than MMCam-Loc when smoke is present (and comparably expensive in clear conditions). This is because MMCamLoc must perform computationally expensive operations such as feature extraction and matching on every image, while SMMCam-Loc avoids doing so when it is suspected that the obtained information would not contribute to improving the localisation solution.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed methods to obtain a localisation robust to the presence of smoke by combining data from multimodal sensors: a visual camera and an IR camera. The main conclusions that can be drawn for the experimental validation are threefold. First, a reasonably accurate localisation can be obtained using a monocular SLAM algorithm with an IR camera, in clear conditions and in smoke. Second, the trajectory estimation was shown to be improved by using the images from both visual and IR cameras rather than a single camera. Third, we showed that despite a careful selection of features when combining the multimodal sensor data, the presence of smoke can significantly degrade the localisation accuracy even if one sensor remains unaffected by the obscurant. We also showed that by evaluating data quality prior to its integration in the localisation algorithm and rejecting images that are considered to be significantly corrupted (i.e. low quality), the localisation solution can be further improved. In addition, when such data rejection occurs, valuable computation time is saved in the process, as the expensive step of SIFT feature extraction and matching is not needed.
Although the technique was experimentally validated using smoke in this paper, a robust localisation would also be obtained in the presence of other obscurants that affect the visual camera significantly compared to the IR camera, an example being heavy fog.
In future work, the framework for the automatic selection of the relevant data source(s) will be enhanced. Deciding which sources are appropriate at any time has been shown in this paper to be an important factor in robust perception. Different methods to evaluate the quality of data will be considered along with more direct comparisons between multimodal sensor data to make better decisions. A particular point of interest for this decision process is the strategy to follow when data from all sources (in this case, both IR and visual cameras) are significantly degraded at the same time. In this case, selecting only the least affected sensor may be the most appropriate solution, but this would require the ability to directly compare the level of quality of the different types of data. Finally, while this method was applied to the task of localisation, there is potential to improve the robustness to challenging conditions (such as smoke) of a much larger range of perception applications by using a similar approach.
